NL-FOOD SECURITY ALLIANCE

ADVANCED PUMP SOLUTIONS AND A
TRENDSETTER IN WATER TECHNOLOGY

SERVICES
• Solutions for Water Utility,
Buildings and Industry
• Solar water solutions
• Energy and water system
optimisation
• Precision irrigation
• Fertigation and chemigation
• Flood control

CONTRIBUTING TO GLOBAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is our way of doing business. At
Grundfos, we take responsibility for making a
genuine difference in the world, particularly in
terms of climate change and water scarcity. We
help our customers meet their needs in an
ever-more energy and water-efficient manner and
by reducing our own climate footprint. We are
also committed to the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), using our technology
and solutions to make a significant contribution to
sustainable water use and energy efficiency.

The world’s leading pump manufacturer
With an annual production of more than 16 million units, Grundfos is the world’s leading pump manufacturer, and
we operate in 56 countries through 88 sales companies. Throughout our history, we have been at the forefront of
innovation with the development of several breakthrough technologies serving three core segments: Buildings,
Industry, and Water Utility.
Technical expertise, customer-oriented research and development, progressive innovation and digitalisation are at
the core of how we deliver sustainable pump solutions, services and water technologies for a better tomorrow.
What sets our pumps apart is the built-in electronics that transform them into intelligent, need-based performance
systems that can significantly reduce water and energy consumption.

An intelligent approach to irrigation,
on- or off-grid
From mega farms to small farms we supply
pumps that meet the low-pressure and
even-flow requirements for uniform and
efficient irrigation. Pump efficiency is
optimised to reduce energy costs, one of
the highest single expenses in agriculture.
For off-grid irrigation, livestock watering, or
water supply for remote communities, we
also supply a full range of proven solar
water solutions with the high levels of
reliability and viability required by water
service providers. A solar-powered water
supply from Grundfos provides unmatched
flexibility for specific applications in the
community, from irrigation and watering to
safe drinking water.

Passionate about water
We go all out to close the water-cycle loop with our product solutions, from cleaning water to delivering it wherever
it is needed, from cities to remote villages. A way to do this is by bringing intelligence to pump systems and water
technology in a way that looks beyond individual components and optimises the entire system. Our digital services
are designed and aligned specifically to your business needs and draw on over 70 years of industry and application
knowledge and pioneering innovation.

The NL-Food Security Alliance (NL-FSA) is a network of
mainly Dutch companies and institutions developing
exclusive and sustainable solutions in the agri-waterfood-business.
NL-FSA is a Royal Eijkelkamp initiative
Contact: f.eijkelkamp@eijkelkamp.com
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